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Abstract 

The Crystal Ball detector at the DORIS II storage ring at DESY has been 
used to measure the branching ratios for the decay modes r* -+ h*‘lr’u and 
r* + h*r”rov, where h* is any charged hadron. The results are 

BR(r* + hfnov 1 = (22.0 f 0.8 f 1.9)% 
BR(r* --+ h*?r”aov) = (5.7f0.5f ::;>(ro 

The first result is in good agreement with the present world average. The de- 
cay mode h*?r”?rov is reconstructed in r decays for the first time. Its branching 
ratio, however, is somewhat lower than the corresponding world average, and 
therefore tends to increase the l-prong problem. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the discovery of the r lepton’ in e+e- + 7+7-, a large number of groups 

at various laboratories have investigated its properties.2 All evidence available to 

date supports the validity of the standard model and the treatment of the r lepton 

as the sequential partner of the muon and electron. 

The l-prong decays (the decays to a single charged particle) of the 7, however, 

still present puzzling aspects. The measured exclusive branching ratios agree well 

with their predictions. However, their sum is smaller than the measured inclusive 

l-prong branching ratio. 3-7 It is not clear whether this discrepancy indicates as yet 

undetected decays or is simply due to poor measurements, in particular of the modes 

involving several neutral particles. 

The Crystal Ball detector is an excellent apparatus to detect photons (and e*) 

with high efficiency and to determine their energy and direction with high precision. 

Therefore it is well suited to investigate r decay modes involving x0’s by explicit 

reconstruction of the latter. In this paper we present the results of a high statistics 

analysis of the r decay modes r* + h*n’y and r* + h*r”+‘u, where h* is a 

charged hadron. 

2. Detector 

The Crystal Ball detector has been described in detail elsewhere”’ and its prop- 

erties are only briefly summarized here. It is a nonmagnetic calorimeter designed 

to measure precisely the energies and directions of electromagnetically showering 

particles. The main part of the detector consists of a spherical shell of 672 NaI(T1) 

crystals covering 93% of 47r sr. The length of each crystal corresponds to about 16 

radiation lengths and to about 1 nuclear interaction length. An additional 5% of the 

solid angle is covered by endcaps, consisting of 40 NaI(T1) crystals; these endcaps, 

however, do not allow as accurate a measurement of the energy and direction of a 

particle and are only used to veto events having particles outside the main detector. 

For electromagnetically showering particles the measurement of energy and direc- 

tion is made using thirteen contiguous crystals in the main detector. This procedure 

yields an energy resolution given by Q/E = (2.7 f 0.2)%/fE/GeV. For such par- 

ticles the angular resolution in the polar angle* with respect to the beam axis is 

as = 2” to 3”, th e resolution improving as the energy increases. 

*The z axis is in the direction of the e” beam, the origin is at the center of the overlapping 
beam bunches, and 0 is the angle with respect to the z axis. 
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Proportional tube chambers surrounding the beam pipe detect charged particles. 

Depending on the run period, the chambers consisted of three or four double layers 

of tubes. The inner (outer) layer covers 98% (78%) of 47r sr. Charge division readout 

allows a determination of the z-position to 0 = 1.5% of the length of the tube, i.e., 

from 9.8 mm for the inner layer to 5.5 mm for the outer layer. 

Photons, electrons and positrons yield a rather symmetric lateral energy depo- 

sition pattern in the NaI(Tl), with typically 70% of the energy in one crystal and 

about 98% within a group of thirteen contiguous crystals. A charged particle is iden- 

tified by a track in the tube chambers that is correlated with an energy deposition in 

the calorimeter. Muons and charged hadronic particles that do not undergo a strong 

interaction deposit energy by ionization only. Minimum ionizing particles typically 

deposit about 200 MeV in one or two crystals. If an energetic charged hadron inter- I 

acts strongly while traversing the ball, the deposited energy is in general much larger 

than 200 MeV and the pattern of the hadronic shower is very irregular compared to 

that of an electromagnetic shower. 

3. Monte Carlo Simulation 

We made a Monte Carlo simulation of rr events to determine the efficiencies of 

our selection criteria. The KORALB program” was used to generate e-e+ + r-r + 

events. This program includes radiative corrections up to 0(cr3) and effects due to 

spin correlations between the r’s. The r’s are decayed by the package TAUOLA,” 

which includes all the standard r decay modes. It has been found that the decay of 

the 7 into two (or three) pions proceeds dominantly via p (or al) resonance produc- 

tion.4J2 Resonance production is therefore assumed in the Monte Carlo simulation. 

Our selection criteria, however, are chosen such that the efficiency does not strongly 

depend on this assumption. 

The generated events are passed through a complete detector simulation includ- 

ing the following features: (a) Electromagnetically showering particles are simulated 

by the program EGS 3. i3 (b) Hadronic interactions in the detector are simulated by 

an improved version of the GHEISHA6 program.14J5 (c) Extra energy deposited 

in the crystals by beam-related background is taken into account by adding special 

background events to Monte Carlo events. These background events are obtained 

by triggering on one in every 10’ beam crossings, with no other condition imposed. 

(d) Events are reconstructed using our standard software and subjected to the same 

cuts as the data. 



4. Data Sample 

The data used in this analysis were collected at the DORIS II storage ring at 

DESY in the center-of-mass energy (EcM) range from 9.4 to 10.6GeV. The data 

sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 256 pb-’ and a corresponding 

number of produced e+e- --) r+r- events of N, = (267fll) x 103. The luminosity is 

measured9 using large angle Bhabha scattering events with an accuracy better than 

3%. The number of produced rr pairs is calculated using the measured luminosity 

and the radiatively corrected QED cross section” for e+e- + r+r- in the above 

energy range. For the data taken on the Y(lS) and Y(2S) resonances, the additional 

contribution from T + ~7 is calculated from the number of Y’s produced and their 

leptonic branching ratios. 

5. Analysis Met hod 

To identify e+e- + r+r- events we require that one of the r’s decays to one 

charged particle and nothing else visible: r + eui7 , r + pv?j or r + hv, where h 

is a charged 7r or I<. We refer to the charged particle as the ‘tag’. We are looking 

for events where the other r decays into h*r’v or hfrorou.t Therefore, we select 

low multiplicity events with a jet-jet topology: a single charged particle on one side, 

and a charged particle plus some associated photons on the other side of the event. 

In our experiment we do not measure the 7r* energy; therefore, it is impossible 

to reconstruct the p and al resonances. The determination of the branching ratios 

for T* + h*r’v and r* + h*rOrou is performed by counting the r decays with one 

or two 7r”s. We account for feeddown from other rr channels into the channels of 

interest, e.g., feeddown of 7~ + pu, pij into rr + tag, alu; and of 77 + tag, alu into 

rr + tag, pu. The latter process occurs if one of the TO’S from the aI decay misses 

the main detector or when a n* and 7r” from a highly boosted p (from u: + p*r”) 

are not resolved by the detector. 

A ;ry” is reconstructed from its two decay photons. For low-momentum TO’S the 

two photons have a large enough opening angle that their energy depositions in the 

calorimeter are well separated. Such R”S are reconstructed from the invariant mass 

of two well-measured photons; we refer to this as method (1). 

For x0 energies above 500 MeV, it becomes increasingly likely that the photon 

‘We use ‘h*’ to denote a charged hadron. Charged pions and kaons cannot be distinguished 
in our experiment. Most of the charged hadrons in T decay are pions, a small contribution from 
kaons, however, is expected.7 
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showers overlap, giving a single elongated energy deposition. Such ‘merged’ +“s are 

identified by method (2), h’ h w rc is an analysis of the shape of the energy deposition, 

yielding the invariant mass and the direction cosines of the parent ?r”. This methodI 

makes use of the second moment, S, of the energy distribution, which is calculated 

using s= $E,(iLi - (i?))2 
i 

where E; is the energy deposited in crystal i and ti; is the unit vector formed by 

the direction cosines of crystal i. The sum runs over all the crystals in the energy 

cluster under consideration; E = xi ,?3; is the total energy of the cluster; and (fi) = 

C;E$;/E is the direction of its center-of-gravity. The invariant mass A4 of the 

shower is given by M 2 = E2 - E2(fi)2 = E2S. Using Monte Carlo simulations it 

was found that an estimate for the real invariant mass (also called shower mass) of - 

particle X, decaying into two photons, can be calculated using the expression 

M; = E2(S - S-J (2) 

where S, = 0.004 is the average second moment of a single photon shower. 

In the search for r* + h*+‘+‘u, the highest detection efficiency is obtained by 

selecting one 7r” via method (1) and the other via method (2). This is simply a 

consequence of the energy distribution of the 7r”‘s in this process. In the search for 

r* -+ 7rITf7ro~, the highest efficiency is obtained with method (2). However, use of 

this method would result in a heavy contamination by events containing a highly 

energetic photon, e.g., e+e- -+ e+e-y, p+/.~-y. Estimation and subtraction of such 

background is expected to result in a large systematic error. Therefore, we have 

chosen to use method (1) for this process. 

6. General cuts 

We start with a set of general cuts to select the desired rr sample from a large 

data sample including radiative Bhabha and p+p- events, continuum hadron events, 

two-photon events, T decays and events originating from beam-gas and beam-wall 

collisions. This first set of cuts is the same for both the r* --f h*r’v and the r* -+ 

hfrorov analyses. The cuts below are designed to reduce the above background as 

much as possible while retaining a maximum acceptance for the channels of interest. 

l We require exactly two charged particles in the main detector (I cos 61 < 0.85). 

These particles must have a deposited energy of at least 75 MeV, and at most 
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0.85 x Eb- each. The angle between their directions must be larger than 

90”. In addition, at least one of the charged particles must be isolated from 

neutral particles; that is, there must not be a neutral particle (with an energy 

of more than 50 MeV) within 60” of the charged particle direction. 

l The total energy (Evi,) measured in the main detector is required to satisfy 

2GeV < E,;, < 0.75 x EcM. The lower limit, apart from reducing the ma- 

chine related background and two photon events, also ensures that the trigger 

efficiency is 100%. Further, we require the energy deposited in the endcaps to 

be less than 100MeV. 

l To obtain events having a large energy flow perpendicular to the beam direc- 

tions, we require that the transverse energy ET be greater than 1500MeV. 

The transverse energy is defined as ET = Ci E; sin 8;, where E; and 8; are the - 

energy deposited in, and the polar angle of, crystal i, respectively. 

l The events must have a jet-jet topology; this is achieved by requiring the 

second Fox-Wolfram momenti to be greater than 0.4. This moment is defined 

as Hz = Ci,j EiEj(3 cos2 CY;~ - 1)/2(C, Ek)2, where E; is the energy deposition 

in crystal i and cr;j is the angle between crystals i and j. 

Further selection criteria depend on the specific 7 decay mode under study. 

7. r decays with one r” 

We first discuss the selection of rr events where one of the T’S decays into h*T’v. 

Recall (section 5) that we reconstruct such a r” using two well-separated photons. 

Therefore, we require two neutral particles that must fulfill the following conditions: 

l For their energy (ETi) and polar angle (0,,), we require ETi > 50MeV and 

1 cos f?,, 1 < 0.85, respectively. Their lateral energy deposition patterns must be 

consistent with that of electromagnetically showering particles. Furthermore, 

the sum of their energies, ET1 + ETz, is required to be smaller than 1200MeV, 

because it is more likely that a 1’ above 1200 MeV produces a ‘merged’ shower 

in the calorimeter. In addition, we require the angle between the directions of 

yi and y2 to be smaller than 120”. 

l The direction of their total momentum, $,I + $%, must be within 90” of the 

direction of one of the charged particles. The 7r” and the charged particle h* 

whose direction is closest to that of the 7r” are assumed to originate from the 

same 7. The other charged particle is the tagging particle. 
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In addition to these two photons, we allow at most one neutral particle with an 

energy less than 50MeV in the main detector. We thus allow at most one soft 

radiative photon. Further, we require: 

l The pseudo-invariant mass of the h*yy system to be smaller than 1400 MeV 

(i.e., well below the r mass). The term ‘pseudo’ refers to the fact that we do 

not measure the real .h* energy. In the calculation of the invariant mass, the 

energy deposited by the charged hadron is used instead. 

l The tagging particle to be a highly energetic electron or positron (as expected 

from r + eui? ); that is, (a) the lateral energy deposition must be consistent 

with that of an electromagnetically showering particle, and (b) its energy must 

be greater than 1000 MeV. 

Tagging on an e* results in events with a typical rr signature: a lepton on one 

side, hadrons on the other. We do not lose much efficiency by this cut because most 

of the events where the tag is a pi,,* or K* were already (unavoidably) rejected 

by the lower limit on the visible energy Evise By requiring an energy deposition of 

at least 1OOOMeV for the tagging particle, we avoid the problem that most of the 

energy needed to pass the lower limit on Evis comes from the hino system. Since the 

selected photons are relatively soft, the absence of this cut would have biased the 

events such that the charged pion deposits a lot of energy in the calorimeter. This 

would have lead to a large systematic error because the uncertainty in the Monte 

Carlo simulation for the h* interaction in the NaI increases with the deposited h* 

energy. 

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the invariant mass of the two photons for the 

events that passed the above cuts. To obtain the number of rr events with one 

7r”, the signal plus background is fitted with a Gaussian on top of a third order 

polynomial for the background. The 7r” mass thus obtained was consistent with the 

known value of the ?r” mass, and the width of the distribution with the resolution of 

our detector. From the fit we find 800 f 28 events. From a Monte Carlo simulation 

of continuum hadron (q2) events,r8 we expect the continuum to contribute 21 f 14 

events to the peak. No evidence for other background not originating from rr events 

was found. The number of rr events with one r” thus becomes 779 & 31. 

The selected data sample does, however, contain events originating from r decays 

involving an al as described in section 5; their contribution is also determined by 

a Monte Carlo simulation. S’g ‘fi 1 r-n cant feeddown comes from the following decay 

channels: rr + evi%ziii, ~(10 varTi, and pvaiTi, where the ai subsequently decays 
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F igure 1. The  two photon invariant muss distribution from rr events where one 
T  decayed into hR”u and the other r into euv. 

into pro. The  fractions of such events that pass our cuts for r* + p*u --f 7rITf7rou 

are: feal = (0.34 f 0.04)%, fir(~lal = (0.07 f 0.03)% and fpal = (0.04 f 0.02)%, 

respectively. Because the actual feeddown is dependent  on  the branching ratio for 

Tf + ufu + 7rf~‘7rou the former can only be  determined after (or simultaneously 

with) the determination of the latter. 

8. r decays w ith  two 7r”‘s 

W e  now proceed with the selection of rr events where one of the r’s decays 

to two neutral pions. Recall (section 5) that we reconstruct one of the TO’S using 

the shower-mass technique and the other A’ using two well-separated photons. In 

addition to the set of general  cuts described in sect. 6, we make the following cuts: 

l W e  require exactly three neutral energy clusters, at least one with E > 

500MeV and the other(s) with E > 50MeV, in the ma in ball. The  cluster 

with the highest shower mass M  and with E > 500MeV is the ‘merged’- 

7r” candidate. The  other two clusters are the single-photon candidates. 

l In addition to these energy clusters, we allow at most one neutral particle 

with an  energy less than 50  MeV in the ma in detector (to allow for a  radiative 
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photon). 

l The single-photon candidates must have lateral energy deposition patterns 

consistent with being a single photon. Just as in the selection of events con- 

taining only one 7r”, we require that E,, + Erz < 1200 MeV and that the angle 

between the directions of rl and 72 be smaller than 120”. 

We now introduce some cuts to ensure to a high degree that the 7r” and both 

photons originate from the decay of the same 7. These cuts mainly select against 

feeddown of events of the type rr + pups. 

l The direction of the total momentum of the neutral particles, sneut = ST0 + 

57, +A, must be close to one of the charged particles, i.e., if &, is the direction 

of a charged particle, then for at least one of the charged particles one must _ 

have (Fneut . Z~)/ljLtI > 0.2. In addition, the other charged particle should 

be at least 120” away from the direction of pfieut. 

l The pseudo-invariant mass of the h*n”yy system must be smaller than 1400 

MeV. 

. . . 

0 - 
0 100 200 300 400 

M (shower) (Me: 

Figure 2. The two photon invariant mass M(7,7), vs. the shower mass, M(shower), 
in rr events after all the cuts described in the text. Events clustering around the 
r” mass on both axes come from r* + hfwoaou. 
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F igure 3. Th  e  invariant muss of the two photons in rr events after one r” has 
already been identified by the shower muss technique. 

W e  do not make any additional cuts on  the tagging particle such as those used in 

the T* + h*7r0u analysis. Such cuts are unnecessary here. The  bias of the selected 

events towards high energy deposit ions from charged pions (as described in the last 

item of the previous section) does not occur here, because we now have two neutral 

pions that deposit their total energy in the calorimeter. 

In F igure 2  we plot the the invariant mass of the two photons vs. the shower mass 

of the ‘merged’-w” candidate. Clear clustering of ;TTO~~’ events is observed. After a  cut 

on  the shower mass (90 MeV < M  < 180 MeV), we make a  projection on  the M (7,7) 
axis (Figure 3). This 77 mass distribution is fitted with a  Gaussian r” signal plus a  

linear polynomial for the background. The  r” mass from the fit was consistent with 

the known value and the width with the resolution of our detector. The  number  of 

~7 events with two 8”s thus found is 133 f 12  events. This number  contains a  small 

contribution from the process rr + pups: From a  Monte Carlo sample of 11000 

events only two events survived the selection criteria for r* + h*7r07rou. Again, the 

actual feeddown can only be  given after (or simultaneously with) the determination 

of BR(r* + h*w”u). No evidence of other background to the peak was found. 
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Tf + &7r”u efficiencies Tf + Wf?707rou efficiencies 

% 3.36 f 0.09 % e ea1 1.05 f 0.07 % 

%P < 0.01% %a* 0.72 f 0.09 % 
WK)P 0.19 f 0.03 % WJ-+l 0.79 f 0.08 % 

5v 0.25 f 0.05 % CPW 0.10 f 0.03 % 

Table 1. Eficiencies of the selection criteria for T* + hfrou and T* + h*x”rou 
of the contributing TT channels. The error given is due to limited Monte Carlo 
statistics. 

9. Results 

If N(r”) is the number of observed TT events with one r”, the branching ratio 

for T& + h*a”u is given by 

BR(T* --f h*n”u) = 
N(w”) - NbqrO) 

‘2 [~t~~,~ + $ epp - BR(T* -+ h*x”u)] N, 
(3) 

where Nbg(ro) is the feeddown from TT + tag,ulu events (section 7), i.e., 

Nbg(no) = 2 [BR(T + euF) - feal + BR(T -+ +C)U) . fTtKjal 

+ BR(T* + h*a”u) . f,.,] BR(T* ---f h*7r07rou) N, , (4) 

and 

Gag,p = BR(T + eui7) . eep + BR(T + ~~77) . epp + BR(T ---f n(lC)u) . E,(K)~ 

= (0.62 f 0.02)% 

N, = (267 f 11) x lo3 is the total number of TT events in our full data sample. 

For the branching ratios of the tagging particles we use the Particle Data Group 

values,’ B R( T + euF) = (17.7 f 0.4)%, BR(T + ,xuY) = (17.8 f 0.4)% and 

BR(T + 7r(K)u) = (11.7 f 0.5)%. The selection efficiencies ctagi,p and ctagiral for 

the TT channels contributing to our selected data samples are shown in Table 1. 

The subscripts ‘p’ and ‘al’ of the efficiencies 6 above are used to remind the reader 

that p and ai dominance is assumed in the simulated T decays. The efficiencies are 

defined in the following way: e.g., E,~ is the ratio of TT Monte Carlo events (one 

T decaying into euI7 and the other into PU) accepted by our selection criteria to the 

total number of such events. 

The branching ratio for T* -+ h*x”rou is given by 

BR(T* --f h*n”kou) = 
N(T’w’) - Nbg(rorO) 

2 Qag,al NT (5) 
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where N(n”wo) is the number of TT events that passed our selection criteria, Nbs(ro7ro) 

is the feeddown from TT -+ pup?j (section S), 

2 Nbg(roro) = - 
11000 

[BR(T* --+ h*r”u)12 N, , (6) 

and 
h3,al = BR(T + euTi) - teaI + BR( T -+ PUT) - Q,,, 

+ BR(T + w(K)u) - c++~ + BR(T* -+ h*r”u) - cpal . 

Eqs (3) - (6) are solved. The result for the feeddown is Nbs(ro) = 24 f 5 and 

Nbs(7r07r0) = 2.3 f 1.5. For the branching ratios we obtain BR(T* + h*n’u) = 

(22.0 f 0.8 f 1.2)% and BR(T* + h*r”rou) = (5.7 f 0.5 f 0.5)%. The systematic 

error includes the error due to limited Monte Carlo statistics, the uncertainty on the 

total number TT events (NT), and the errors on the branching ratios for the tagging - 

particles e,p,r or K. 

A nice check on the T* t h*rOrOu analysis can be performed by making 

subsamples according to the nature of the tagging particle.* Restricting the tag- 

ging particle to a highly energetic e* (originating from T ---f eui7 ), we obtain 

BR(T* + h*r’r’u) = (5.0 f 0.8 f 0.5)%. By instead requiring the tag to be a 

mininum ionizing particle (i.e., originating from T + pi7 or T + r(lc)u),.we find 

a consistent value, BR(T* --f h*n”rOu) = (5.5 f 0.8 f 0.7)%. The systematic error 

only includes the sources mentioned in the previous paragraph. These consistent 

results give us confidence that there is indeed no significant background in our data 

sample. 

The most important additional systematic errors for the T* -+ h*r’u analysis 

are: (i) An uncertainty in the charged tagging efficiency (i.e., the efficiency that 

a charged particle is identified as charged by the tube chamber system): 5%; (ii) 

An uncertainty in the estimation of the background from continuum hadron events 

(qQ): 2.5%; (iii) A n uncertainty arising from variation of the fit interval and the 

background function (see fig. 1): 2%; (iv) A n uncertainty due to variation (within 

reasonable limits) of the selection criteria: 3%. Adding these systematic errors 

quadratically, the total error for BR(T* + h*r’u), including the ones mentioned 

above, becomes 8.4%. 

The most important additional systematic errors for the T* + h*r”wou analysis 

are: Uncertainties of 5%, another 5%, and 3% as described by the items (i) - (iii) 

above, and 12.6% due to variation of the selection criteria. The latter error is 

$Such a test is not possible for the T* -+ h*.lr’v analysis because there the tagging particle is 
required to be an e* (cf. sect. 7). 
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dominated by a small discrepancy between the experimental data and the Monte 

Carlo simulation of the distribution p’neut - &., / I$&utI (defined in section S), i.e., 

an angular distribution of the ?~*rr’~ system. The cuts on this quantity were made 

rather loose in order not to become too dependent on the specific Monte Carlo 

model (which assumes al dominance in the 7rlTf~‘7ro system). A maximum difference 

of 10% was found by using a Monte Carlo sample in which the T decays directly into 

h*r”rou. Adding all the systematic errors in quadrature gives a total systematic 

error for BR(T* -+ h*r”rou) of 17.1Yo or an absolute systematic error of 1.0%. 

With an efficiency for the T* + 7r*7r07rou analysis at the level of l%, a very good 

understanding of the acceptance of the detector is needed to achieve an accurate final 

result. Indeed, uncertainties in the Monte Carlo determination of the acceptance 

dominate the systematic error. 

Earlier preliminary Crystal Ball analyses,‘gv20 using essentially the same data 

as in the present analysis, found BR(T* + h*r”rou) = (7.0 f 0.7 f 1.4)% and 

(7.4 f 0.6 f 1.3)%. Th e sensitivity of the result to the Monte Carlo details is the 

main reason that these previous preliminary results have not been published. In the 

interim, the analysis presented here was performed in conjunction with an extensive 

reexamination of the Monte Carlo used to calculate the acceptance. These studies 

resulted in a number of improvements i5 to the Monte Carlo, accounting in part for 

the noticeable difference in the value of the branching ratio between the previous 

preliminary analyses and the present one. It must be noted that all three analyses 

are in good agreement with each other for BR(T* + h*w’u). 

As described above, an estimate of the absolute systematic error yields fl%. 

This error does not cover the central values of the previous preliminary analyses. 

We believe that the best current estimate of the branching ratio from our data is 

the new value presented in this paper. However, we choose to increase the size of 

the systematic error to cover the central values of the previous preliminary analyses. 

This leads to a final absolute systematic error of fi:g%. 

10. Conclusions 

We have measured the branching ratios for the T decay modes T* + h*r’u and 

T* + h*r”rou, where hi is a charged hadron. The results are 

BR(T* + h*r”u ) = (22.0 f 0.8 f 1.9)% 

BR(T* + h*n”nou) = ( 5.7 f 0.5 f :I,‘)% 
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As discussed in section 5, the charged hadron may be a 7r or K. Subtracting a 

contribution’ of (0.7 f O.l)% for the branching ratio of the decay T* + I<**v + 

Ihf’v, and assuming p dominance in the 7r7r” system, we obtain BR(r* + p*v --) 

7r*7r”~) = (21.3 f 0.8 f 1.9)%. For the two+r’ mode there is a kaon contribution7 of 

0.1% due to the decay chain r* -+ K** v + K$‘v + I*x~~~~u. Thus, assuming 

al dominance, BR(r* t U~V + w*?T’~~‘v) = ( 5.6f0.5f :I:)%. It should be noted 

that, although we assumed p and al dominance in the efficiency determination, our 

selection criteria are chosen such that the result does not critically depend on this 

hypothesis. 

Our experiment is the first to measure the branching ratio of r* + 7r*7r07rou by 

reconstruction of both neutral pions from their decay photons. 

Our value for BR(T* + h*r”v) (and BR(r* + p*v )) is in good agreement - 

with other measurements. The result for BR(r* + 7r*7r”~‘u ) is somewhat lower 

than the present world average7 of (7.5 f 0.9)%. Furthermore, it is about 1.7 stan- 

dard deviations below the recent CELLO result2’ of (10.0 f 1.5 f l.l)% which was 

among the results essential to the observed absence of the l-prong problem in their 

data. The discrepancy between their and our result for this mode suggests that the 

_ problem(s) with r decay modes are not yet solved. In particular, our result tends 

to increase the l-prong problem.3-7 
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